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; : : : ; ek such thata I e
1
, b I ek and that ei; ei+1 are neighbouring for all i 2 f1; : : : ; k   1g.Troughout the paper every 3-conguration will be supposed to be connected.Let there be given a 3-conguration C= (V; E ; I ). We shall dene a halfoper-ation on E : for every couple (x; y) of neighbouring edges x; y their product x  yis equal to the remaining edge which forms together with x and y a neighbouringtriple. We obtain the edge halfgroupoid (E ; ) associated to C.1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : Primary 05B30, Secondary 20N05.Key words and phrases: 3-conguration, pillar (over an edge set), 3-web, closure condition,quasigroup identity.Received July 1, 1992.






















[    [ Ai are already known then dene the stageof elements ofAi+2 Ai to be equal to i+2. The edge, respectively vertex a of hAiis said to be terminal if there is no edge, respectively no vertex of greater stageneighbouring to a. Under a constituent we shall understand a term expression (bymeans of ) of edges over A within the framework of the pillar. The set A willbe called independent if hAnfagi 6= A for all a 2 A. The set A is called an edgebasis of C if it is independent and if hAi =C. The set of all element bases of agiven 3-conguration C = (V; E ; I ) cannot be void: we can namely delete, stepby step, all dependent elements from the full edge set E . If B is an edge basis andT the set of all terminal elements (vertices, as well as edges, if they exist) then
# V + # B = # E + # T (a well-known condition, cf. [1], pp. 50-51). Dierent edgebases of C can we have dierent number of edges. Bases which lead to just oneterminal vertex or edge will be denoted as simple. Thus for simple bases we have
# T = # V + # B   # E = 1; i.e. # B = # E   # V + 1 :If B is a simple basis of C then in the corresponding sequence (Bi)1i=0 theterminal vertex t lies on two edges e; e0 with maximal stage (equal to stage of tminus one) and still on the third edge e00. This gives the equation e  e0 = e00 andconsequently the equation between corresponding terms over B in the halfgroupoid(B; ). Analogously, if there is the terminal edge t then it has maximal stage anddetermines an equality between two corresponding terms over B in (E ; ).We give two examples: First let us investigate the 3-conguration C = (V; E ; I )on Fig. 1 with # V = 10, # E = 12, B = fx; y; zg.1 1 11 01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0
: : :x; 0
1
: : : y; 0
2
: : : z; 2
0
: : :xy; 2
1
: : : yz; 4 : : : (xy)(yz); 6 : : :x((xy)(yz));8 : : : (x((xy)(yz)))(yz); 10
0
: : : ((x((xy)(yz)))(yz))(xy); 10
1
: : : ((x((xy)(yz))(yz))z;12
0
: : : (((x((xy)(yz)))(yz))(xy)); 12
1
: : : (((x((xy)(yz)))(yz))(xy))y.This basis is simple and determines just one terminal vertex t of stage 13,which results as the vertex adjacent to two neighbouring edges of stages 12.The remaining edge through t is one of edges of stage 10. The correspondingterm equality is thus ((((x((xy)(yz))(yz))(xy))y)  (((x((xy)(yz))(yz))xy))z) =((x((xy)(yz))(yz))z.The second example deals with a 3-conguration C = (V; E ; I ) on Fig. 2 with
# V = 5, # E = 7, B = fx; y; zg. There is just one terminal element t. It has stage4 and determines the equality among terms (xy)(yz), (xy)z.11  02 0
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: : : xy, 2
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: : : yz, 2
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= x) we should have on x only one vertex or we shouldexpress x 2 B by the edges from B (which contradicts the independenceof edges of the basis).(iii) No constituent in (Bi)1i=0 can be of the form u(uv) with u and v as con-stituents in (Bi)1i=0 :This follows at once from the denition of the pillar over B.




































be not formed by exactly one edge of B and let x 2 B entersin v = ux, where u; v are constituents of the pillar. Then x enters still insome term v0 = u0x 6= v where also u0; v0 are constituents.We can dene a closure condition in a 3-conguration C = (V; E ; I ) derivedfrom a 3-conguration C = (V; E; I) having a simple basis B with terminalelement t
2
and with the main subconguration Ĉ = (V; Enftg; I ). The corre-sponding closure condition claims:For every incidence structure homomorphism  : Ĉ !C there exists its prolonga-tion onto a homomorphism  :C !C.In the second part of our considerations we shall adapt this denition for 3-webcongurations and 3-webs. As we are familiar with the subject, only less is knownabout closure conditions in general 3-congurations (or, more largely, in webs ofarbitrary number of parallel line pencils).Part 2 Closure conditions in 3-webs2.1. Coloured configurationsWe say that a (3)-conguration is 3-coloured if for every vertex x an injectivemap of the set of all edges through x into the colour set f1; 2; 3g is given such thatfor all neigbouring vertices x; y the colour assigned to the common adjacent edgeis the same. The edges with colour 1, 2, or 3, respectively will be called vertical ,horizontal or skew , respectively.A 3-coloured (3)-conguration C
1
is a subconguration of a coloured (3)-con-guration C
2
if it is an incidence substructure preserving the colour of every edgefrom C
1

















, respectively, aresaid to be vertical , horizontal or skew , respectively. If z I x and z I y is true fordistinct lines x; y then z is called the intersection point of both lines.A homomorphism of a 3-coloured (3)-conguration C = (V; E ; I ) into a 3-web W = (P;L; I ) is an incidence structure homomorphism which maps every
3{CONFIGURATIONS WITH SIMPLE EDGE BASIS 191vertical, horizontal or skew edge, respectively, onto a vertical, horizontal or skewline, respectively.On Fig. 3 we present a non-3-colourable 3-conguration (V; E ; I ),ca  a0 h[[[[[[[[[e1'''''''''h e2 f1f2  b''''''''' g1 [[[[[[[[[ g2dFig. 3with V = fa
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=   ki j(u; v1 ), t2 =   ki j(u; v2 ) whereas the case t2 =   ki j(t1 ; v) withi 6= 3 is excluded again by Position Property.
























fulllnecessarily this Position Property : In every occurence of a subterm  =   k1i1j1(; )and subterms   k2i2j2(; ),   k3i3j3(;  ) the equalities k1 = i2 = j3 must hold.We assume that following conditions are fullled: every x 2 X occurs in t
1
= t
2at least twice; the case t
1
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: : : bFig. 4The stages of single edges and vertices are written as labels on Fig. 4 as well as







































































































194 V. J. HAVELA B F a2     b3 ''''''''''' d3 E f1u e2 b1c1'''''''''''a3 c2 a1C D Fig. 6Now we map Ĉ under a homomorphism into W as on Fig. 6 and suppose that (C;B) holds in W. We construct the intersection point F of the lines a
2
and d
















of basis elements sothat f
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. Thus G lies onc
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= (x  y
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= x0/(x  y
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.Writing here x = x
1
, x0 = x
1
we get (i).References[1] Belousov, V. D., Congurations in algebraic nets, Kishinev, 1979. (in Russian)[2] Krapez, A., Taylor, M. A., Bases of web con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